The light propagation through system a polarizer-analyzer is investigated on the basis of quantum conceptions about the nature of light. It is shown, that Malus law based on principles of classical electrodynamics not completely takes into account all effects which can occur at the light propagation through system a polarizer-analyzer. The phenomenon of possible change of frequency of light in particular drops out, for example in the region of X-ray radiation. The deduction of Malus law based on quantum principles is given. For comparison the differential effective section of interaction of a photon and electron with take into account of rotation of a plane of polarization of a photon in Compton's effect is found.
Introduction
Malus law has experimentally been established by French physicist E. L. Malus in 1810. He tried to explain it on the basis of the corpuscular theory of light of Newton. This law allows calculate propagation of light through system a polarizer-analyzer, Figure 1 . It easily explained on the basis of the wave nature of light [1] .
If to rotate the analyzer A about the axis concerning polarizer P the intensity of light I leaving the analyzer will submit to the law: 
where 0 I -intensity of linearly polarized light falling on the analyzer, -an angle between planes of polarization of light falling on the analyzer and past through it. Last formula represents the contents of Malus law.

The purpose of article is the finding of Malus law on the basis of quantum representations about the nature of light, the physical analysis of an opportunity and validity of the given approach.
Interaction of Quantums of Electromagnetic Radiation with Electrons
The physical phenomenon reflected by Malus law in quantum representation, concerns to the big group of the phenomena of interaction of quantums of electromagnetic radiation with electrons. Absorption by substance of quantums of electromagnetic radiation basically result in the following processes: quantums can be absorbed without occurrence secondary electrons when all energy of quantums is transferred fonons-quantums of mechanical waves in a crystal lattice, and the impulse is transferred all crystal lattice of substance [2] , at an internal photoeffect [3] , Compton's effect [4] and combinational scattering [5] . Latter two effects are accompanied by occurrence secondary, i.e. reradiated quantums with changed frequency, in comparison with falling on electron, and absorption of part energy of a falling photon. In [6] it is shown, that interaction of the polarized quantum of light with non-polarized electron can lead to turn of a plane of polarization reradiated quantum, and to change of frequency of secondary quantum in comparison primary quantum. From the point of view of Malus law, the phenomenon of turn of a plane of polarization reradiated quantum in comparison primary one enables this quantum to pass through the analyzer because separation of quantum as against an electromagnetic wave is consid
Physical Essence of a Problem
At passage of light through the analyzer there is an interaction of photons with connected electrons in a crystal lattice of substance of the analyzer.
Interaction of electromagnetic radiation with connected electrons of atoms or ions of a crystal lattice is complex and multiple physical processes. Therefore we shall consider the elementary physical phenomenoninteraction of electromagnetic radiation with free or poorly connected initially motionless electrons at which the increase in length of wave reradiated quantum can be observed. If energy of falling radiation is great enough, for example, X-ray radiation the connection electrons in atoms it is possible to neglect and assume that electrons cooperate with radiation, as free particles [7] .
Taking into account, that quantum of light or a photon elementary, i.e. indivisible a particle of an electromagnetic field, direct division of quantum is impossible. However such division is present at Compton's effect (so usually name interaction of quantum with motionless free electron), but it occurs by means of other elementary particle of substance-electron.
Taking into account far incomplete representations, both about the nature of quantum, and about the nature of electron, in modern physics it was necessary to enter concept about "intermediate states" systems a photon-electron during their interaction. These intermediate states it is enough unusual. They are characterized, first, by an opportunity negative electron energy, and second, infringement of the law of energy conservation.
Whether have intermediate states any physical sense or are only mathematical reception for calculation? This question till now has not found the answer. There is no also an answer to a question, whether used mathematical receptions are at the given physical preconditions, i.e. at use of concept of an intermediate state, correct enough?
For more detailed analysis of the set questions we shall consider transition of an initial state of system a photon-electron
. In this case S (start) means an initial state of system F (finish)-its final state.
Parameters of system a photon-electron in an initial state: 
is possible under the following schemes [6, 8, 9] .
At first the electron absorbs a photon and transit in an intermediate state with energy I . In this state in system there are no photons. Electron in this case gets an im-
which is equal to an impulse of the absorbed photon. Then electron emit a photon with an impulse , getting energy Е and an impulse р.
The scheme of transition is shown with the help so-called diagrams of Feynman on Figure 2 . The straight lines designate movement of electron, wavy-photons. The dotted line specifies that real movement of electron in this case is absent.
The most unpleasant in this scheme, that it cannot be realized. First of all, it is experimentally established, that there is no time interval between acts of absorption and emission of a photon [10] . There is no instant equality energy or impulses electron and the falling quantum.
However, there are more serious another objection against the scheme on the 
Having divided the law of conservation of energy on the law of conservation of an impulse, we receive I  , that, naturally, it is impossible. Hence, one of two laws is not carried out. Usually there are assume, that the law of conservation of energy [5, 8] is not carried out. It results also to non-execution of the law of conservation of energy and at radiation of a photon k since as a whole at transition of system a photon-electron from a state    p A [5] .
At use Coulomb's calibrations of potentials, we have:
where A is a vector-potential of a photon, е-a charge of electron, -so-called a matrix vector (a vector, which coordinate projections-square matrixes of 4-th order, with components 0, 1, i), -a square matrix of 4-th order with components 0, 1 [5] .
All factors of matrix vector  is four-vectors, at which fourth component is imaginary [5] . Energy of interaction the photon-electron characterizes only the second addend (2). In (2) it is supposed, that the vector-potential of a photon is periodic function of coordinates Taking into account the law of conservation of an im-
Believing normalizing volume V
, we shall find a matrix element of transition :
The received expression corresponds, for example, [8] .
Let's consider process of radiation of a photon k in the scheme on 
Copyright © 2012 SciRes. JMP For the full description of transition of system a photon-electron, it is necessary to consider one more formal variant of process which can be represented diagram of Feynman shown on Figure 3 .
According to the considered scheme of transition, 
and the matrix element of transition F  with absorption of a photon looks like:
where II and II is the conjugate and primary amplitudes of wave function of the electron in an intermediate state.
The compound matrix element determining full probability of transition looks like [5] :
Let's substitute in (9) formulas (5)- (8):
The probability of transition is in unit of time proportional to a square of a corresponding matrix element [5] : tons contained in a unit interval of their energy [5] . Naturally, the number of states of photons will define number of states of all system:
where F E dk is an energy interval of a final state of the system, corresponding to an impulse interval of photons
Hence:
Substituting (13) in (11), we shall find probability of transition in unit of time:
For finding of differential effective section of process, we shall divide probability of transition in unit of time into numerical density of a flux of falling quantums [5] . One quantum is absorbed, therefore we assume, that in normalizing volume V there is only one quantum. Intensity in this case is equal 
Factor 1/2 in (16) is consequence of averaging of differential effective section of interaction the photon-electron on spin states of the electron in its initial state [5] . It is similarly, for example, averaging of differential effective section of scattering of the non-polarized wave on a vector of polarization of an electromagnetic wave at the deduction of the Thomson's formula [7] .
Let's find matrix elements in the formula (16). We shall consider the first addend in brackets. We shall multiply numerator and a denominator in it on    . In result we shall receive:
In numerator the known formula Hence, the formula (16) gets a form: 
where it is taken into account I 0 , Figure 2 , and 
where . k k  Then, allocating in everyone two addends in internal square brackets a scalar factor and taking out it of these brackets, we find: Expression in internal square brackets is equally zero. We shall note, that the given result excludes the vector form of impulses of the photons, falling 0 and reradiate from the further consideration. It is possible to tell, that zero value of internal square brackets in (28) specifies an opportunity and validity of Malus law from the point of view of quantum electrodynamics. Hence, despite of some, existing now, the ambiguity of the physical preconditions discussed earlier, the mathematical base of quantum electrodynamics, at least, at a considered level, adequately describes physical laws, in particular Malus law. All further deduction is defined by absence of angular scattering of photons. Thus:
Let's find a derivative 
Derivative of this expression is:
The law of energy conservation is used as .
where  is an angle of turn of polarization plane of quantum after interaction with the electron, we shall receive:
For the further transformation of the formula (31) it is convenient to enter so-called classical radius of the elec- . In result we have:
Using determination of effective section of interaction 
The solid angle  cuts out on sphere of arbitrary radius R the area dS. Taking into account, that intensity turn of its polarization plane.
Formula of Klein-Nishina
During a deduction of the formula (34) we did not take into account angular scattering of light, i.e. a deviation of a photon from an initial direction after interaction with the electron.
Formula of Klein-Nishina [6] allows to calculate differential effective section of scattering of quantums for the electron depending on a angle of scattering :
Experiments well confirm the formula (35) [12] . It is possible to find also the similar formula expressed through an angle of turn of a polarization plane of photon  at interaction with the electron. Frequently this formula also frequently name of Klein-Nishina [8] . For comparison with a deduction of the formula of Malus law (34) we shall consider a deduction of the formula of Klein-Nishina in more detail.
Expression in internal square brackets (28) has result equal to zero in connection with the following circumstance. Found differential effective section (28) generally determines probability of turn of a polarization plane of a photon on some angle  at scattering of a photon on the electron. The internal square bracket characterizes similarity of probability of turn of a polarization plane of a photon, as an angle  and on an angle  , also identical probability of scattering of a photon on angle  and on an angle   . If to equate expression in internal square brackets to zero we come to dependence (32). For reception of differential effective section of a photon and the electron interaction which taking into account both turn of a po-larization plane of a photon, and its scattering on some angle is necessary to use some physical preconditions (condition).
We use the strict mathematical formula 
